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Russia is preceded by a.zakuska, a snack designed to whet the appetite. The present volume is
intended to act as a kind of literary zakuska. I trust that it may not be altcether unsuccessful in
whetting the appetite of the reading public for Russian history: towards satisfying it so slight a
book can, of course, render but scant service. There is little in the following pages beyond the
text of four lectures delivered at Oxford during the spring of this year, and into four lectures no
very exhaustive analysts of a large subject can well be compressed.(Typographical errors
above are due to OCR software and dont occur in the book.)About the Publisher Forgotten
Books is a publisher of historical writings, such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science, Religion,
History, Folklore and Mythology.Forgotten Books Classic Reprint Series utilizes the latest
technology to regenerate facsimiles of historically important writings. Careful attention has
been made to accurately preserve the original format of each page whilst digitally enhancing
the aged text. Read books online for free at www.forgottenbooks.org
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